FREQUENCY OF HEPATITIS C VIRUS GENOTYPES IN THE NORTH OF PAKISTAN
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ABSTRACT

Background: The prevalence of hepatitis C infection is high in Pakistan. Up till now six genotypes have been identified. Genotype 3 is the most prevalent form in Pakistan. However, studies have shown regional variations in the prevalence of different genotypes. The aim of this study was to find out the prevalence of major genotypes of hepatitis C in the North of Pakistan.

Material & Methods: This descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted from July 2010 to July 2013 at MMT Hospital D. I. Khan and Ibrahimi Hospital & Trust Peshawar, Pakistan. Patients blood samples positive for Anti-HCV were then subjected to PCR for HCV RNA. Genotype determination was done using ROTOR Gene TM. Data was recorded in tables and analyzed by using SPSS version 18.

Results: A total of 537 patients meeting the inclusion criteria, aged between 16 to 65 years, were included in this study, out of which 282 (53.1%) and 255 (46.9%) were males and females respectively. Regarding HCV genotyping; 355 (66.11.%) were type 3a, 14 (2.61%) 3b, 40 (7.45%) type 2a, 5 (0.93%) types 2b, 1a and 1b each, 9 (1.67%) patients mixed types 2a and 3b, 3 (0.56%) were combined 3a and 3b and 101 (18.81%) were un-type able.

Conclusion: Type 3 is the most prevalent HCV genotype in the North of Pakistan followed by type 2. The type 1 genotype is less prevalent in the North as compared to the rest of Pakistan. Because of the more prevalence of type 3 & 2, we can safely recommend shorter durations of antiviral therapy with better viral clearance rates.
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INTRODUCTION

Viral hepatitis is an important healthcare concern worldwide. Of the six main viruses causing the acute form of the disease, Hepatitis C virus (HCV) causes a prolonged chronic form of the condition in susceptible patients¹. With 170 million people chronically affected worldwide², the prevalence in Pakistan ranges between 4-7%.³ This high rate has resulted in an increased number of patients with previously undetected HCV infection presenting with chronic liver disease and ultimately cirrhosis liver. Additionally, it caused almost 69% of all ICU admissions and deaths in our region.⁴

Hepatitis C virus is being classified into eleven types of genotypes out of which six different genotypes have been identified as major types of HCV to date.⁵ The significance of knowing the various genotypes of HCV causing infection lies in the duration of treatment required to successfully eradicate the virus. Determination of genotype is strongly recommended prior to treatment initiation so as to better predict the expected virus clearance rates and the empirical duration of treatment. The recommended duration for treatment of genotype 2 and 3 is 24 weeks while it remains 48 weeks for genotype 1 infected patients.⁶ ⁸

Genotype 3 is considered to be widely prevalent in Pakistan.⁹ A study in Bahawalpur revealed that other genotypes besides genotype 3 may be more prevalent in different regions and villages across the country.¹⁰

We decided to conduct this project because while doing comprehensive review of literature, we concluded that all the available studies were carried out mostly in the South of Pakistan with people having different ethnic backgrounds than those in the North of Pakistan. These differences may result...
in varied possible susceptibilities or resistance patterns to different genotypes in the local population. This belief was further strengthened by the fact that genotype facilities available in this part of Pakistan are very scarce and expensive. Most of the patients for HCV infections are treated without knowing the HCV genotypes involved. Carefully collecting, analyzing and then reporting our local data will help all the treating doctors of the expected HCV genotypes and the treatment outcomes.

The aim of this study was to find out the prevalence of major genotypes of hepatitis C in the North of Pakistan.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

It was a descriptive cross-sectional study carried out over three years between July 2010 to July 2013 at Mufti Mehmood Teaching Hospital D.I. Khan and private consulting clinic in Ibrahimi Hospital and Trust, Dabgari Gardens, Peshawar, Pakistan. Convenience sampling was done. All adult patients of either sex between 16 to 65 years of age suffering from chronic HCV infections were included. Well informed written consent was taken from all the participating individuals. Both treatment naive as well as previously treated patients were included. Computerized national identity cards of all the patients were checked before inclusion in the study to confirm that they belong to North of Pakistan. Temporary residents or visiting patients from other parts of the country especially from Afghanistan were not included in the study. Patients having added Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), Hepatitis D Virus (HDV) and HIV infections were also excluded from the present study. All chronic HCV patients confirmed on 3rd Generation ELISA and further confirmed by Rotor Gene TM Real Time Quantitative PCR were analyzed for HCV Genotypes. Data were recorded in the form of tables and analyzed by using SPSS version 18. Statistical approach was applied using paired two samples t-test for means to check the difference among different groups of genotypes.

**RESULTS**

There are six main hepatitis C virus genotypes throughout the world. A study was designed to investigate the type of genotypes of hepatitis C virus present in patients of our study area, so for that purpose a total of 537 patients meeting the inclusion criteria, aged between 16 to 65 years, were included in this study in which 282 (53.1%) and 255 (46.9%) were males and females respectively (Figure 1).

In our study regarding HCV genotyping; 355 (66.11%) were type 3a, 14 (2.61%) 3b, 40 (7.45%) type 2a, 5 (0.93%) types 2b, 1a and 1b each, 9 (1.67%) patients mixed types 2a and 3b, 3 (0.56%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Genotypes</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3a</td>
<td>66.11</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3b</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2a+3b (mixed)</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3a+3b (combined)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Un-type able</td>
<td>18.81</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Gender Distribution of HCV Positive Patients (n=537).

were combined 3a and 3b and 101 (18.81%) were un-type able (p<0.05). (Table 1)

**DISCUSSION**

Our study is the first of its type to determine HCV genotypes in the North of Pakistan. There was a higher proportion of male patients (53.1%) infected with HCV than females (46.9%). Previous studies in Pakistan also show similar higher prevalence in males (65%) as compared to females. This could be attributed to the more physical activities done by males in our community as compared to females thus experiencing greater risk of injuries, transfusions and hence exposure to the virus.

The most commonly isolated genotype was type 3 (68.72%) with 3a being 66.11% and 3b being 2.61%. Three patients (0.56%) had a combination of both 3a and 3b. Abbas et al. also has reported genotype 3 to be present in 96% of the patient’s studied. This prevalence (genotype 3 in 96% patients) is in contrast to that determined by another study carried.
out in the South of Pakistan by Idress M et al showing 67.36% patients having infection with HCV genotype 3a10 but our results (68.72% genotype 3) are very close to this report. The second most commonly isolated HCV genotype in our sample population was type 2 (8.38%). This is in contrast to a study carried out previously by Abbas et al7 showing type 1 to be the second most common genotype with a prevalence of 11.5% all over Pakistan and 12.97% in Sindh.8 Another study carried out in Bahawalpur by Mansoor et al showed the same contrast with our study with type 3 being most common (71.4%) followed by type 1 (10.2%). Only 3.1% of the patients had type 2 HCV genotype. These results in our study population in the North of Pakistan are really encouraging because as compared to genotype 1, the genotype 2 is much more treatment responsive with better expected viral eradication rates with treatment.9-8

There is considerable regional variation in the distribution of various HCV genotypes with the neighboring countries. A study in the Northeast of Iran by Vossughinia et al reported genotype 3a (40%) to be the most common followed by 1a (39.2%). The almost equal ratio for the two types was followed by genotype 1b, 5 and 2.11,12 Abraham P13 also reported nearly similar results in India. Joukar et al14 showed that genotype 1a to be more common (59.4%) in chronic HCV patients undergoing regular hemodialysis in Iran as compared to 3a (40.6%) in the rest of the general population. On the other hand, Medhi S while studying the tribal dominated parts of the Northeast India reported an overall higher prevalence of genotype 4 (30.8%) while genotype 2a being the most common (28.6%) in patients with acute hepatitis.15 Another review study by Sievert et al6 showed genotype 1 to be the most common genotype in Australia and China, genotype 3 in Pakistan while genotype 4 to be most prevalent in the Middle Eastern countries. It is therefore evident that considerable variations in the distribution of HCV genotypes may occur in different countries as well as in different regions of the same country like various other studies from Pakistan for example Ahmad et al17 has reported in 2007 that 81% of individuals had genotype 3 while only 9.5% had genotype 1. Similarly Hakim et al18 reported in 2008 that 51% of HCV patients had genotype 3 while 24% had 3a/3b co-infection and 16% had genotype 3b. Afridi et al19 had stated that 50% of HCV patients had genotype 3a followed by 3b and 1a.

Knowing the particular distribution of various genotypes remain of paramount importance since the treatment modality, its duration as well as expected outcome depends on the particular genotype involved. When treated with a combination of Peg-Interferon and Ribavirin, the sustained virological response (SVR) for type 2 and 3 is much higher (70-80%) as compared to those achieved with type 1 (45%).6,8,20-22

The much lower prevalence (1.83%) of the harder to treat type 1 genotype in North of Pakistan gives rise to the possibility of giving an empirically smaller duration of antiviral treatment while expecting improved viral clearance rates. This vital piece of information can help to reduce treatment cost in patients purchasing the expensive antiviral drugs. This information remains of paramount importance for the treating clinicians working in parts of the province where the HCV genotypes determination facilities are not available.

CONCLUSION

We have reported for the first time the various HCV genotypes prevalent in the North of Pakistan. Seeing the preponderance of genotype 3a as the most prevalent in our study population, we recommend shorter courses of empirical treatments and expected better viral clearance rates. However, at places where the HCV genotypes determination facilities are available, the particular HCV genotypes involved in causing infection must be determined before starting treatment.
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